Abstract. Subtree matching is an important problem in Computer Science on which a number of tasks, such as mechanical theorem proving, term-rewriting, symbolic computation and nonprocedural programming languages are based on. A systematic approach to the construction of subtree pattern matchers by deterministic pushdown automata, which read subject trees in prefix and postfix notation, is presented. The method is analogous to the construction of string pattern matchers: for a given pattern, a nondeterministic pushdown automaton is created and is then determinised. In addition, it is shown that the size of the resulting deterministic pushdown automata directly corresponds to the size of the existing string pattern matchers based on finite automata.
Introduction
The theory of formal string (or word) languages [2, 16, 24] and the theory of formal tree languages [6, 8, 14] are important parts of the theory of formal languages [23] . While the models of computation of the theory of string languages are finite automata, pushdown automata, linear bounded automata and Turing machines, the most famous models of computation of the theory of tree languages are various kinds of tree automata [6, 8, 14] . Trees, however, can also be seen as strings, for example in their prefix (also called preorder) or postfix (also called postorder) notation. Recently it has been shown that the deterministic pushdown automaton (PDA) is an appropriate model of computation for labelled, ordered, ranked trees in postfix notation and that the trees in postfix notation, acceptable by deterministic PDA, form a proper superclass of the class of regular tree languages, which are accepted by finite tree automata [18] .
Prefix notation pref(t) of a labelled, ordered, ranked and rooted tree t is obtained by applying the following Step recursively, beginning at the root of t:
Step: Let this application of Step be node a f . If a f is a leaf, list a and halt. If a f is not a leaf, having direct descendants a f1 , a f2 , . . . , a fn , then list a and subsequently apply
Step to a f1 , a f2 , . . . , a fn in that order. Postfix notation post(t) of t is formed by changing the last sentence of Step to read "Apply Step to a f1 , a f2 , . . . , a fn in that order and then list a." Example 1. Consider a tree t 1 = ( {a2 1 , a2 2 , a0 3 , a1 4 , a0 5 , a1 6 , a0 7 }, R ) over A = {a2, a1, a0} , where R is a set of the following ordered sequences of pairs:
((a2 1 , a2 2 ), (a2 1 , a1 6 )), ((a2 2 , a0 3 ), (a2 2 , a1 4 )), ((a1 4 , a0 5 )), ((a1 6 , a0 7 ))
The prefix and postfix notations of tree t 1 are strings pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 and post(t 1 ) = a0 a0 a1 a2 a0 a1 a2, respectively. Trees can be represented graphically, and tree t 1 is illustrated in Fig. 1 . pref(t1) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0
Fig. 1. Tree t1 from Example 1 and its prefix notation
The number of nodes of a tree t is denoted by |t|.
The height of a tree t, denoted by Height(t), is defined as the maximal length of a path from the root of t to a leaf of t.
A subtree p matches an object tree t at node n if p is equal to the subtree of t rooted at n.
Alphabet, language, pushdown automaton
We define notions from the theory of string languages similarly as they are defined in [2, 16] .
Let an alphabet be a finite nonempty set of symbols. A string x over a given alphabet is a finite, possibly empty sequence of symbols. A language over an alphabet A is a set of strings over A. Set A * denotes the set of all strings over A including the empty string, denoted by ε. Set A + is defined as A + = A * \{ε}. Similarly for string x ∈ A * , x m , m ≥ 0, denotes the m-fold concatenation of x with x 0 = ε. Set x * is defined as x * = {x m : m ≥ 0} and x + = x * \ {ε} = {x m : m ≥ 1}.
An (extended) nondeterministic pushdown automaton (nondeterministic PDA) is a seven-tuple M = (Q, A, G, δ, q 0 , Z 0 , F ), where Q is a finite set of states, A is the input alphabet, G is the pushdown store alphabet, δ is a mapping from Q × (A ∪ {ε}) × G * into a set of finite subsets of Q × G * , q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, Z 0 ∈ G is the initial content of the pushdown store, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final (accepting) states. The triplet (q, w, x) ∈ Q ×A * × G * denotes the configuration of a pushdown automaton. In this paper we will write the top of the pushdown store x on its left hand side. The initial configuration of a pushdown automaton is a triplet (q 0 , w, Z 0 ) for the input string w ∈ A * .
The k-th power, transitive closure, and transitive and reflexive closure of the relation M is denoted
M , respectively. A pushdown automaton M is a deterministic pushdown automaton (deterministic PDA), if it holds:
1. |δ(q, a, γ)| ≤ 1 for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ A ∪ {ε}, γ ∈ G * . 2. If δ(q, a, α) = ∅, δ(q, a, β) = ∅ and α = β then α is not a suffix of β and β is not a suffix of α. 3. If δ(q, a, α) = ∅, δ(q, ε, β) = ∅, then α is not a suffix of β and β is not a suffix of α.
A pushdown automaton is input-driven if its each pushdown operation is determined only by the input symbol. A language L accepted by a pushdown automaton M is defined in two distinct ways:
1. Accepting by final state:
2. Accepting by empty pushdown store:
If a PDA accepts the language by empty pushdown store then the set F of final states may be the empty set. The subtree PDAs accept the languages by empty pushdown store.
In the rest of the text, we use the following notation for labelling edges when illustrating transition diagrams of various PDAs: For each transition rule δ 1 (p, a, α) = (q, β) from the transition mapping δ of a PDA, we label its edge leading from state p to state q by the triplet of the form a|α → β.
For more details on pushdown automata see [2, 16] .
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Fig. 2.
Transition diagram of deterministic string matching automaton for pattern x = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 from Example 2
Examples of string matching automaton
Example 2. The transition diagram of the deterministic string matching automaton constructed for string a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Example 3. The transition diagram of the deterministic string matching automaton constructed for a set of strings P = {a2 a2 a0 a0 b0, a2 b1 a0 a0, a2 a0 a0} is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
See [2, 9, 22] for definitions of finite automata and construction of the deterministic string matching automaton.
Properties of subtrees in prefix notation
In this section we describe some general properties of the prefix notation of a tree and of its subtrees. These properties are important for the construction of the subtree matching PDA, which is described in the next two sections.
Example 4. Consider tree t 1 in prefix notation pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 from Example 1, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Tree t 1 contains only subtrees shown in Fig. 4 .
Generally, for any tree, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1. Given a tree t and its prefix notation pref(t), all subtrees of t in prefix notation are substrings of pref(t).
Proof. By induction on the height of the subtree. Transition diagram of deterministic string matching automaton (Aho-Corasick) for patterns {a2 a2 a0 a0 b0, a2 b1 a0 a0, a2 a0 a0}
1. If a subtree t has just one node a, where Arity(a) = 0, then Height(t ) = 0, pref(t ) = a and the claim holds for that subtree. 2. Assume that the claim holds for subtrees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t p , where p ≥ 1 and
We have to prove that the claim holds also for each subtree t = at 1 t 2 . . . t p , where Arity(a) = p and Height(t ) = m + 1:
As pref(t ) = a pref(t 1 ) pref(t 2 ) . . . pref(t p ), the claim holds for the subtree t .
Thus, the theorem holds.
However, not every substring of a tree in prefix notation is its subtree in prefix notation. This can be easily seen on the fact that for a given tree with n nodes in prefix notation, there can be O(n 2 ) distinct substrings but there is just n subtrees -each node of the tree is the root of just one subtree. Just those substrings which themselves are trees in prefix notation are those which are the subtrees in prefix notation. This property is formalised by the following definition and theorem. 
We are to prove that it holds also for a subtree of height m + 1. Assume Since ac(w 1 ) ≥ 1 for each w 1 , where w = w 1 x, x = ε, none of the substrings w 1 can be a subtree in prefix notation. This means that the only possibility for ac(w) = 0 is that w is of the form w = a pref(t 1 ) pref(t 2 ) . . . pref(t p ), where p ≥ 0, and t 1 , t 2 . . . t p are neighbouring subtrees. In such case,
No other possibility of the form of w for ac(w) = 0 is possible. Thus, the claim holds.
We note that in subtree matching PDAs, the arity checksum is computed by pushdown operations, where the contents of the pushdown store represents the corresponding arity checksum. For example, the empty pushdown store means that the corresponding arity checksum is equal to 0.
Subtree Matching pushdown automaton
This section deals with the subtree matching PDA for trees in prefix notation: algorithms and theorems are given and the subtree matching PDA and its construction are demonstrated with an example.
Problem 1 (Subtree Matching)
. Given two trees s and t, find all occurrences of tree s in tree t.
Definition 2. Let s and pref(s) be a tree and its prefix notation, respectively. Given an input tree t, a subtree pushdown automaton constructed over pref(s) accepts all matches of tree s in the input tree t by final state.
First, we start with a PDA which accepts the whole subject tree in prefix notation. The construction of the PDA accepting a tree in prefix notation is described by Alg. 1. The constructed PDA is deterministic.
Algorithm 1. Construction of a PDA accepting a tree t in prefix notation pref(t).
Input: A tree t over a ranked alphabet A; prefix notation pref(t) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n , n ≥ 1. Output: PDA M p (t) = ({0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, {n}). Method:
Example 5. The PDA constructed by Alg. 1, accepting the prefix notation pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 of tree t 1 from Example 1, is the deterministic
, where the mapping δ 1 is a set of the following transitions:
Transition diagram of deterministic PDA Mp(t1) accepting tree t1 in prefix notation pref(t1) = a2 a0 a2 a0 a0 a0 from Example 5
The transition diagram of deterministic PDA M p (t 1 ) is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Fig. 6 shows the sequence of transitions (trace) performed by deterministic PDA M p (t 1 ) for tree t 1 in prefix notation.
State
Input Pushdown Store 0 a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 S 1 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 S S 2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 S S S 3 a1 a0 a1 a0 S S 4 a0 a1 a0 S S 5 a1 a0 S 6 a0 S 7 ε ε accept Fig. 6 . Trace of deterministic PDA Mp(t1) from Example 5 for tree t1 in prefix notation pref(t1) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0
Proof. By induction on the length of w:
, where j = Arity(a) = ac(a). Thus, the claim holds for the case w = a.
Assume that the claim holds for a string
. We have to prove that the claim holds also for w = a 1 a 2 . . . a k a. a 1 a 2 . . . a k a) . Thus, the claim holds for the case w = a 1 a 2 . . . a k a.
It holds that
The correctness of the deterministic PDA constructed by Alg. 1, which accepts trees in prefix notation, is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given a tree t and its prefix notation pref(t), the PDA
Proof. By induction on the height of the tree t:
1. If tree t has just one node a, where Arity(a) = 0, then Height(t) = 0, pref(t) = a, δ(0, a, S) = (1, ε) ∈ δ, (0, a, S) Mp(t) (1, ε, ε) and the claim holds for that tree. 2. Assume that claim holds for trees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t p , where
We have to prove that the claim holds also for each tree t such that
, the claim holds for that tree.
Thus, the lemma holds.
We present the construction of the deterministic subtree matching PDA for trees in prefix notation. The construction consists of two steps. First, a nondeterministic subtree matching PDA is constructed by Alg. 2. This nondeterministic subtree matching PDA is an extension of the PDA accepting trees in prefix notation, which is constructed by Alg. 1. Second, the constructed nondeterministic subtree matching PDA is transformed to the equivalent deterministic subtree matching PDA. In spite of the fact that the determinisation of a nondeterministic PDA is not possible generally, the constructed nondeterministic subtree matching PDA is an input-driven PDA and therefore can be determinised [28] . Algorithm 2. Construction of a nondeterministic subtree matching PDA for a tree t in prefix notation pref(t). Input: A tree t over a ranked alphabet A; prefix notation pref(t) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n , n ≥ 1.
Transition diagram of nondeterministic subtree matching PDA Mp(t1) for tree t1 in prefix notation pref(t1) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 from Example 6
Output: Nondeterministic subtree matching PDA M nps (t) = ({0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, {n}). Method:
Example 6. The subtree matching PDA, constructed by Alg. 2 from tree t 1 having prefix notation pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0, is the nondeterministic PDA M nps (t 1 ) = ({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, A, {S}, δ 2 , 0, S, {7})), where mapping δ 2 is a set of the following transitions:
The transition diagram of the nondeterministic PDA M nps (t 1 ) is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
Theorem 4. Given a tree t and its prefix notation pref(t), the PDA M nps (t) constructed by Alg. 2 is a subtree matching PDA for pref(t).
Proof. According to Theorem 2, given an input tree t, each subtree in prefix notation is a substring of pref(t). Since the PDA M nps (s) has just states and transitions equivalent to the states and transitions, respectively, of the string matching automaton, the PDA M nps (t) accepts all matches of subtree s in tree t by final state.
For the construction of deterministic subtree PDA, we use the transformation described by Alg. 3. This transformation is based on the well known transformation of nondeterministic finite automaton to an equivalent deterministic one, which constructs the states of the deterministic automaton as subsets of states of the nondeterministic automaton and selects only a set of accessible states (i.e. subsets) [16] . Again, states of the resulting deterministic PDA correspond to subsets of states of the original nondeterministic PDA.
Algorithm 3.
Transformation of an input-driven nondeterministic PDA to an equivalent deterministic PDA. Input: Input-driven nondeterministic PDA M nx (t) = ({0, 1, 2 , . . . , n}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, F ) Output: Equivalent deterministic PDA M dx (t) = (Q , A, {S}, δ , q I , S, F ). Method:
1. Initially, Q = {{0}}, q I = {0} and {0} is an unmarked state. 2. (a) Select an unmarked state q from Q .
(b) For each input symbol a ∈ A:
ii. Add transition δ (q , a, S) = (q , S Arity (a)). iii. If q / ∈ Q then add q to Q and set it as unmarked state. (c) Set state q as marked. 3. Repeat step 2 until all states in Q are marked.
The deterministic subtree matching automaton M dps (t) for a tree t with prefix notation pref(t) is demonstrated by the following example.
Example 7. The deterministic subtree matching PDA for tree t 1 in prefix notation pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 from Example 1 , which has been constructed by Alg. 3 from nondeterministic subtree matching PDA M nps (t 1 ) from Example 6, is the deterministic PDA M dps ( Fig. 9 .
We note that the deterministic subtree matching PDA M dps (t 1 ) has a very similar transition diagram to the deterministic string matching automaton constructed for pref(t 1 ) [9, 22] , as can be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 9 . The only difference between the two types of automata are the pushdown operations appearing in the subtree matching PDA, which ensure the validity of the input tree. The input tree is valid only if the pushdown store of the subtree PDA is emptied after the last symbol from the prefix notation of the input tree is read. Fig. 8 shows the sequence of transitions (trace) performed by the deterministic subtree PDA M dps (t 1 ) for an input tree t 2 in prefix notation pref(t 2 ) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a1 a2 a0 a0. The accepting state is {0, 7}. Fig. 10 depicts the pattern subtree t 1 and input tree t 2 .
Theorem 5. Given a nondeterministic input-driven PDA M nx (t) = (Q, A, {S}, δ, q 0 , S, F ), the deterministic PDA M dx (t) = (Q , A, {S}, δ , {q 0 }, S, F ) which is constructed by Alg. 3 is equivalent to PDA M nx (t).
State
Input
SS {0, 6} a0 a1 a1 a2 a0 a0 SS {0, 7} a1 a1 a2 a0 a0 match S {0} a1 a2 a0 a0 S {0} a2 a0 a0 S {0, 1} a0 a0 SS {0} a0 S {0} ε ε Fig. 8 . Trace of deterministic subtree PDA Mdps(t1) from Example 7 for an input subtree t2 in prefix notation pref(t2) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a1 a2 a0 a0 Fig. 9 . Transition diagram of deterministic PDA Mdps(t1) for tree t1 in prefix notation pref(t1) = a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 from Example 7
Proof. First, we prove the following claim by induction on i: (*): (q 1 , w, S) i Mdx(t) (q 2 , ε, S j ) if and only if q 2 = {p : (q, w, S) i Mnx(t) (p, ε, S j ) for some q ∈ q 1 }.
1. Assume i=1.
-if : if (q 1 , a, S) Mdx(t) (q 2 , ε, S j ), then there exists a state q ∈ q 1 , where (q, a, S) Mnx(t) (p, ε, S j ), p ∈ q 2 . -only if : if (q, a, S) Mnx(t) (p, ε, β), then for each q 1 ∈ Q , where q ∈ q 1 , it holds that (q 1 , a, S) Mdx(t) (q 2 , ε, S j ), where p ∈ q 2 . 2. Assume that claim (*) holds for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, k ≥ 1.
This means that (q 1 , w, S) k Mdx(t) (q 2 , ε, S j ) if and only if q 2 = {p : (q, S, w) k Mnx(t) (p, ε, S j ) for some q ∈ q 1 }. We have to prove that claim (*) holds also for i = k + 1.
As a special case of claim (*), ({q 0 }, pref(t), S) i Mdx(t) (q , ε, ε) if and only if (q 0 , S, pref(t)) i Mnx(t) (q 1 , ε, ε). Thus, the theorem holds. pref(t2) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a1 a0 a1 a0 a1 a1 a2 a0 a0 post(t2) = a0 a0 a1 a2 a0 a1 a2 a0 a0 a2 a1 a1 a2 Proof. Let M nps (t) = ({0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, {n} be an automaton constructed from tree t with a prefix notation pref(t) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n over ranked alphabet A by Alg. 2. We will prove that this automaton is directly analogous to the string matching automaton and accepts the same language if we ignore the pushdown operations, which actually do not affect the process of determinisation as M pds is an input-driven automaton. From Alg 2 and 3, M nps (t) has transitions δ(0, a, S) = (0, S Arity(a) ) for all a ∈ A and δ(i − 1, a i , S) = (i, ε, S Arity(ai) ). The proof is a mutual induction of the following n + 1 statements:
) if and only if w = w 1 a 1 a 2 . . . a i−1 , w 1 ∈ A * 1. Assume that |w| = 0, which means w = ε. Statement (1) holds, since δ * (0, ε, S) = (0, ε, S). Statements (i), 1 < i ≤ n +1, do not hold as δ * (0, ε, S) contains, from its basic definition, only (0, ε, S). 2. Assume w = w 1 a, where w 1 ∈ A k , that is |w 1 | = k and a ∈ A. We may assume that statements (i) 1 < i ≤ n + 1 hold for w 1 , and we need to prove them for w. We assume the inductive hypothesis for k and prove it for k + 1. Thus, from statements 1, . . . , n + 1, if we ignore the pushdown operations, M pds accepts the language L = {w.pref(t)}, where w ∈ A * . Since the subtree matching PDA is directly analogous to the string matching automaton, we can use the proof from [10, 22] for space and time complexities.
Theorem 7. Given an input tree t with n nodes, the searching phase of the deterministic subtree matching automaton constructed by Algs. 2 and 3 is O(n).
Proof. The searching phase consists of reading tree t once, symbol by symbol from left to right. The appropriate transition is taken each time a symbol is read, resulting in exactly n transitions. Each transition consumes a constant time because the time of each pushdown operation is limited by the maximal arity of nodes. Occurrences of the subtree to find are matched by transitions leading to the final states.
Finally, we note that trees having structure pref(t) = (a1) n−1 a0 represent strings. The deterministic subtree matching PDA for such trees has the same number of states and transitions as the deterministic string matching automaton constructed for pref(t) and accepts the same language.
Multiple subtree matching
In this section we present a generalization of Problem 1. We deal with the construction of subtree matching PDA over a finite set of trees. The whole concept is demonstrated with an example. ) . Given a tree t and a set of m trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, find all occurrences of trees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m in tree t.
Problem 2 (Multiple Subtree Matching

Definition 3.
Let P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } be a set of m trees and pref(t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m be the prefix notation of the i-th tree in P . Given an input tree t, a subtree pushdown automaton constructed over set P accepts all matches of subtrees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m in the input tree t by final state.
Similarly as in Section 4, our method begins with a PDA which accepts trees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m in their prefix notation. The construction of this PDA is described by Alg. 4
Algorithm 4. Construction of a PDA accepting a set of trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } in their prefix notation. Input: A set of trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } over a ranked alphabet A; prefix notation pref( 1, 2 , . . . , q}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, F ). Method:
Example 8. Consider a set of trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }, with their prefix notations being pref(t 1 ) = a2 a2 a0 a0 b0, pref(t 2 ) = a2 b1 a0 a0 and pref(t 3 ) = a2 a0 a0. The deterministic PDA constructed by Alg. 4 accepting the prefix notation of trees in P is M p (P ) = ({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, A, {S}, δ 1 , 0, S, {5, 8, 10}) ), where mapping δ 1 is a set of the following transitions: a2|S → SS Fig. 11 . Transition diagram of deterministic PDA Mp(P ) accepting the trees with prefix notation {a2 a2 a0 a0 b0, a2 b1 a0 a0, a2 a0 a0} from Example 8
The transition diagram of deterministic PDA M p (P ) is illustrated in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 shows the sequence of transitions (trace) performed by deterministic PDA M p (P ) for trees t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ∈ P in prefix notation.
The correctness of the deterministic PDA constructed by Alg. 4, which accepts trees in prefix notation, is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Given a set of k trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } and their prefix notation pref(t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the PDA M p (P ) = ({0, 1, 2 , . . . , n}, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, F ), where
Proof. By induction on the height of trees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m :
1. If trees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m have just one node, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k respectively, where Fig. 12 . Trace of deterministic PDA Mp(P ) from Example 8 for trees in prefix notation {a2 a2 a0 a0 b0, a2 b1 a0 a0, a2 a0 a0} 2. Assume that the claim holds for trees t
We have to prove that the claim holds also for each tree
the claim holds for that tree.
Thus, the lemma holds. The deterministic subtree matching PDA for multiple tree patterns in prefix notation can be constructed in a similar fashion to the subtree matching PDA for a single pattern. First, the PDA accepting a set of trees in their prefix notations, constructed by Alg. 4, is used to construct a nondeterministic subtree matching PDA by Alg. 5. The constructed nondeterministic subtree matching PDA is then transformed to the equivalent deterministic subtree matching PDA. a2|S → SS Fig. 13 . Transition diagram of nondeterministic subtree matching PDA Mp(P ) constructed over trees in set P from Example 9
Algorithm 5. Construction of a nondeterministic subtree matching PDA for a set of trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } in their prefix notation. Input: A tree t over a ranked alphabet A; prefix notation pref(t) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n , n ≥ 1. Output: Nondeterministic subtree matching PDA M nps (t) = (Q, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, F ).
Method:
1. Create PDA M nps (t) as PDA M p (t) = (Q, A, {S}, δ, 0, S, F ) by Alg. 4. 2. For each symbol a ∈ A create a new transition δ(0, a, S) = (0, S Arity(a) ), where S 0 = ε.
Example 9. The subtree matching PDA constructed by Alg. 2 over the set of trees P from Example 8 is the nondeterministic PDA M nps (P ) = ({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10}, A, {S}, δ 2 , 0, S, {5, 8, 10})), where mapping δ 2 is a set of the following transitions: The transition diagram of nondeterministic PDA M nps (P ) is illustrated in Fig. 13 .
Theorem 8.
Given a set of m trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } and their prefix notation pref(t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the PDA M nps (P ) constructed by Alg. 5 is a subtree matching PDA for tree patterns t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m .
Proof. According to Theorem 2, given an input tree t, each subtree in prefix notation is a substring of pref(t). Since the PDA M nps (P ) has just states and transitions equivalent to the states and transitions, respectively, of the Aho-Corasick string matching automaton , the PDA M nps (P ) accepts all matches of subtrees t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m in tree t by final state.
For the construction of deterministic subtree PDA, we use the transformation described by Alg. 3 from Section 4. The deterministic subtree matching automaton M dps (P ) for a set of trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } with prefix notations pref(t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k is demonstrated by the following example. We note that the deterministic subtree matching PDA M dps (P ) has a very similar transition diagram to the Aho-Corasick string matching automaton constructed for the strings representing the prefix notations of trees in set P from Example 8 (see also [1, 9, 22] ), as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 14 . Fig. 15 shows the sequence of transitions (trace) performed by the deterministic subtree PDA M dps (P ) for the input tree t having prefix notation pref(t) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0. Fig. 16 depicts the pattern subtrees from set P and the input tree t.
State
Input PDS {0} a2 a2 a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 S {0, 1} a2 a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SS {0, 1, 2} a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSS {0, 1, 2} a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSSS {0, 3, 9} a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSS {0, 4, 10} a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 match SS {0, 1} a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSS {0, 1, 2} a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSSS {0, 3, 9} a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 SSS {0, 4, 10} b0 a2 b1 a0 a0 Fig. 15 . Trace of deterministic subtree PDA Mdps(P ) from Example 10 for tree t2 in prefix notation pref(t) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0.
Theorem 9.
Given a set of m trees P = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m } over a ranked alphabet A, the deterministic subtree matching PDA M pds (P ) is constructed by Alg. 5 and 3 in time Θ(|A|s), requires Θ(|A|s) storage, where s = m i=1 |t i |, and its pushdown store alphabet consists of one symbol.
Proof. Since the subtree matching PDA for multiple patterns is directly analogous to the Aho-Corasick string matching automaton (this can be proved from proof of Theorem 6), we can use the proof from [1] and [26] .
Theorem 10.
Given an input tree t with n nodes, the searching phase of the deterministic subtree matching automaton constructed by Algs. 2 and 3 over a set of m trees P is O(n).
Proof. The searching phase consists of reading tree t once, symbol by symbol from left to right. The appropriate transition is taken each time a symbol is read, pref(t) = a2 a2 a2 a0 a0 a2 a2 a0 a0 b0 a2 b1 a0 a0
post(t) = a0 a0 a2 a0 a0 a2 b0 a2 a2 a0 b1 a0 a2 a2 
Subtree matching in postfix notation
In this section we show the dual principle for the postfix notation. Theorems 11 and 12 present the direct analogy of properties of the prefix and postfix notations. Theorem 13 is analogous to Theorem 3. From the above Theorems, we can easily transform Algorithms 1-5 to work with the postfix notation of trees. The only change required is in the pushdown operations. All transitions of the form δ(q, a, S) = (p, S Arity(ai) ) must be changed to the form δ(q, a, S Arity(ai) ) = (p, S). The subtree matching PDA also requires no initial pushdown store symbol, while after processing a valid tree in postfix notation, the pushdown store contains a single symbol 'S'. a0|ε → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a2|SS → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a2|SS → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a2|SS → S a2|SS → S a1|S → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a0|ε → S a1|S → S a1|S → S a0|ε → S a2|SS → S a2|SS → S a2|SS → S a2|SS → S Fig. 18 . Transition diagram of deterministic PDA Mdps(t1) for tree t1 in postfix notation post(t1) = a0 a0 a1 a2 a0 a1 a2 from Example 7
Theorem 11. Given a tree t and its postfix notation post(t), all subtrees of t in postfix notation are substrings of post(t).
Theorem 12. Let post(t) and
Conclusion
We have introduced a new kind of pushdown automata: subtree matching PDAs for trees in prefix and postfix notations. These pushdown automata are in their properties analogous to string matching automata, which are widely used in stringology [9, 10, 22, 26] . Regarding specific tree algorithms whose model of computation is the standard deterministic pushdown automaton, we have recently introduced principles of other three new algorithms. First, the tree pattern matching PDA [13, 21] which is an extension of the subtree matching PDA presented in this paper. Second, the subtree and tree pattern PDAs, which represent a complete index of a given tree by preprocessing it. Searching for all occurrences of a subtree or a tree pattern of size m is then performed in time linear to m and not depending on the size of the preprocessed tree [17, 19, 21] . These automata representing indexes of trees are analogous in their properties to the string suffix and factor automata [9, 10, 22, 26] . Third, a method on how to find all repeats of connected subgraphs in trees with the use of subtree or tree pattern PDAs [21, 20] . More details on these results and related information can also be found on [3] .
